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Mission Statement 
 

Green Bay South Academy is committed to the development of the whole child as a life-long 

learner and a responsible citizen by providing a safe, caring, challenging and interactive 

environment. 

 

Vision Statement 

Green Bay South Academy endeavours to promote higher levels of learning in an environment 

where individual differences and diversities are valued and appreciated.  We aim to 

strengthen partnerships with home and community; and foster a safe, respectful and 

collaborative environment.  

Value Statements 

We Believe….. 

 All students can learn. 

 Home and community are an integral part of the learning process. 

 Collaboration enhances learning. 

 In shared decision making. 

 In respect for self, others and the learning environment. 

 Staff is responsible to be professional and innovative. 
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DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE 
June 2015 

 

 
 

This school development report for the 2014-15 school year outlines your school’s successes and highlights matters such as student 

achievement and professional development. 

 

The formulation of a school development report is the result of significant planning and input from the entire school community. A 

thorough plan lays the foundation for a productive and successful school year and will be beneficial to every member of the school 

community, most importantly the students of your school. 

 

As we conclude the first year of the District’s 2014-2017 Strategic Plan, I would like to thank our school communities, administrators, 

teachers, support staff, school councils and community volunteers for their participation and input. Your efforts to develop and 

implement previous plans have helped to ensure a focus on student success and achievement at all levels. I sincerely thank all involved 

for the work undertaken as enhanced collaboration within our school communities sets a great example for our students. 

 

School development reports outline some amazing and encouraging initiatives and I am proud to see the great work being undertaken by 

schools throughout the Newfoundland and Labrador English School District. Looking forward, I am optimistic about the progress we will 

make as we continue to build upon these plans and continue to provide a quality education for every student in our District. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

                                    
Darrin Pike 

CEO/Director of Education 

Newfoundland and Labrador English School District 
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Message from Principal  
 
It’s my pleasure again this year to present the Annual School Development Report for Green Bay South Academy in Roberts Arm. As in 
the past, we are working toward another productive school year for our students and staff and to continue our process of positive capacity 
building with all our stakeholders.  Our focus continues to be to provide an environment that allows a student to grow in all domains, not 
just the academic. Maintaining a positive school climate, keeping the lines of communication open, and providing a variety of learning 
opportunities for both students and staff remains paramount.  Respecting pupil uniqueness and providing differentiated instruction will 
again remain high on our list of priorities this school year.  

Improving inclusionary practices at the school has been a focus over the past couple of years and we now provide many opportunities for 
inclusion.  Collective learning thorough a PLC model will continue to be a PD strategy for staff again this year and will be integrated into 
our 2015-16 SGD plan.  
 
Research indicates a strong correlation between sharing best practices and improved teaching and student learning. This has been, and 
will continue to be a strong theme for the initiatives and plans made at the school for the current school year. Part of our work this school 
year will center on implementing our newly created school development plan. This plan will tie together were currently are as a school, 
and outline were we want to go over the next year or so.  

 

The staff of GBSA is known for their professionalism and dedication to students. We are committed to the task of helping out students to 
become well-rounded citizens and equipped with the proper skills to survive in this global economy. Improving academic achievement is 
a large part of this process.  At the school level, we will continue to put student learning at the forefront and provide the best possible 
student learning environment that we can.  

 

Parents are a child's first and most important teacher and we appreciate each and every parent that we have contact with. It is only by 

working together that we can create simulating learning environment that will allow each and every child to experience school success.   

 

Mike Parsons (Principal) 
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School Council Chair’s Message  
 

Within the mission and vision statement of Green Bay South Academy, you will learn that education, health and the overall well-being of 

our students and staff are our top priorities. As your School Council, our aim is to assist the staff with working collaboratively to continue 

to build a strong, caring community of individuals, from the youngest of students, the oldest of staff, also including parents and 

supporters within our local communities. We believe that everyone has a voice and deserves to be heard. Core values such as caring, 

learning, integrity and respect will assist us in moving forward. Green Bay South Academy is very fortunate to have a staff room 

occupied by "top notch" staff, whose desires are met through their work with the eager students.  

 

We, as your School Council, look forward to embarking on this exciting school year with you.  

 

Brenda Noseworthy (chair) 

 

 

Overview of School  
 

 

Our School Community 

 

Green Bay South Academy is a K-6 school located in the small rural community of Roberts Arm, Newfoundland. The school was 

officially opened in 1979 under the name "R.W Parsons Pentecostal Complex".  

Presently, there are 94 students enrolled at Green Bay South Academy who come from the communities of Brighton, Triton, Pilley's 

Island, Robert's Arm, Port Anson and Miles Cove. 

 

The school has a staff of 8.25 school based teachers, 1 system wide guidance teacher, and 4 support staff. 
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Enrolment over Time 

 

The chart indicates our enrolment figures from 2000 up to the present. 

 

Year Enrolment 

1999 - 2000  218 

2000 - 2001 210 

2001 - 2002 200 

2002 - 2003 199 

2003 - 2004 196 

2004 - 2005 190 

2005 - 2006 158 

2006 - 2007 157 

2007-2008 161 

2008 - 2009 156 

2009 - 2010 146 

2011 - 2012 125 

2012 - 2013 97 

2013 - 14 94 

2014 - 15 94 

2015-16 100 
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Current Grade Enrolment 

 

Grade  Enrolment 

K 7 

1 7 

2 16 

3 4 

4 18 

5 22 

6 25 

 

Staff Information (current) 

     

   Mr. M. Parsons / Principal/Science 6  

   Mrs. L. Canning/ Grade 2/3   

   Mrs. R. Williams / Grade K/1    

   Mrs. Ms. W. Harris - Savoury / Grade 4 and Learning Resources 

   Ms. R. Roberts /Grade 5 Lang, French 4-6, Math 3 

   Mr. K. Hemeon / Grade 6/VP  

   Ms. K. Mills /Grade 5 Math/PE 

   Ms. M. Perry / IRT 

   Mrs. T. Legge/ Guidance Councilor 

   Mrs. J. Wight / Secretary   

   Mr. Wilfred Roberts / Janitor/Caretaker   

   Mrs. K. Grimes / Student Assistant 

   Mrs. Trixie Ryan 

 

 

Key Highlights/Special Projects 

 

At Green Bay South Academy we are involved in many projects both in and outside the regular curriculum. These include the following: 
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• After school Sport Program 

• School breakfast program 

• School recycling program 

• Club day activities 

• Roots of empathy program 

• Annual school speak off 

• Literacy and Math days 

• Red cap anger management program 

• On our way program 

• D.A.R.E Program 

• Aliant Pioneers Programs 

• Pink Day Activities\Education Week    

• Grade 6 trip to St. John’s 

• Student of the month 

• PBIS recognitions 

• Engaging Families events 

• “Wheels of Steel” bike club 

 

Most of these programs rely heavily on regular volunteers who come to the school because they feel welcomed and want to do what they 

can to contribute to school life for the children here. We thank them very much. 

 

Partnerships  

 

We continue to partner with the Training Wheels Family Recourse Center in Robert’s Arm to offer the “On Our Way” program here at 

the school. The school provides the space and the use of resources. It has proven to be a very successful relationship.  

We have just recently established a daycare center for the Green Bay South Region with FRC. Work started on this center in the spring 

and now it is operating on a daily basis.  

 

In addition, we will continue the Roots of Empathy program with our students this year if the opportunity arises. Another partnership we 

have continued to maintain is with the Kids Eat Smart Foundation providing breakfast for approximately 50 students each day. The 

students enjoy a well-balanced meal and starts on the right path to a productive day. 
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Summary Report on the School’s Most Current Data  

 
Below are June 2015 Provincial Assessment results for green Bay South Academy. Each set of data is followed by a summary of noted 

trends, observations, and analysis of this data.  

 
 

Reading Records for Grades 1 and 2 

 

Grade 1: Percentage of Students (in June) at or above the Provincial benchmark 

 

Grade 1 Enrolment =          16         

  

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 

School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province 

77.8 58.2 60.2 25.0 57.4 59.3 75.0 51.1 53.7 50.0 49.2 51.4 

 

What do these results tell us? 

 

 School fluctuations over time. Most likely due to the varying numbers of students and abilities.  

 Still on Par with region and province in 2014-15. Level of consistency noted.  

 50% (8 of 16 students) still below level I. Continue with interventions (guided reading, shared reading, home reading program, 

etc) in an effort to raise the level of reading for students not yet meeting grade level.  

 Continue to promote the love of reading in in the early years of schooling and provide reading opportunities for students as often 

as possible.  

 Continue to communicate with the home the importance of reading at home with parents/guardians. 
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Comparison with Internal Data (term 3) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2014-15  
These are the internal results from grade 1 in June 2015. The year concluded with 
44% of the students at level M for the reading section. This corresponds well with the 
external results above. It is worth noting that several students scored U at year end. 
These students were also close to grade level on the provincial reading record as 
well. With continued interventions and support it is expected that most of these 
students will indeed reach grade level this Fall.  

Reads and views 
a variety of text 

with understanding 

T1 T2 T3 

56% 38% 44% 

31% 38% 38% 

6% 19% 13% 

6% 0% 6% 

0% 0% 0% 

0% 0% 0% 
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Grade 2: Percentage of Students (in June) at or above the Provincial benchmark 

 

Grade 2 Enrolment =          4         

 

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 

School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province 

100.0 63.3 66.9 70.0 64.5 65.5 66.7 59.1 60.5 50.0 57.9 54.9 

 

What do these results tell us? 

 Again as above, School fluctuations over time. Most likely due to the varying numbers of students and abilities. This particular 

group has only 4 students, of which 3 completed the June assessment.  

 3 of the students submitted are slightly below region and province.  

 2 of the 3 students are at grade level (M). 

 Small class number results in big % gains or drops depending on performance levels. Low numbers make it difficult to make 

inferences on performance.  

 Continue with interventions (guided reading, shared reading, home reading program, etc) in an effort to raise the level of reading 

for students not yet meeting grade level.  

 We need to continue to promote the love of reading in in the early years of schooling. (Heavy focus on Literacy in Primary years) 

 Continue to communicate with the home the importance of reading at home with parents/guardians. 

 

Comparison with Internal Data (term 3) 

 

2014-15  
Internal grade 2 results for June show that 1 of 3 students were at grade level in reading. The 
other two students scored U on the report, which overall is good. Again this aligns with external 
results above indicating that 1-2 student were at grade level come June 2015.   Reads and views 

a variety of text 
with understanding 

T1 T2 T3 

25% 50% 25% 

50% 25% 50% 

25% 25% 0% 

0% 0% 0% 

0% 0% 0% 

0% 0% 0% 
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Provincial Assessment data by strand for grades 3, 6 and 9 

 

Grade 3 English Language Arts 

 

Grade 3 Enrolment =          4         

 

 

   

 

 
2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 

School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province 

Multiple Choice 

 Reading 86.7 68.7 67.5 86.9 71.4 72.7    75.0 82.4 83.6 

Constructed Response: Percentage of students meeting/exceeding grade level expectations  

 Demand 

Writing 
62.5 81.5 81.7 93.8 63.8 64.4    83.3 70.4 73.4 

 Poetic/Fiction 100.0 50.8 47.9 87.5 62.1 65.2    66.7 71.6 71.0 

 Informational 

     Non-Fiction 
100.0 66.5 64.4 100.0 79.9 80.1    66.7 82.1 82.5 

 

What do these results tell us? 

 

 Again with small class number, % numbers are heavy affected one way or the other. 

 Drop in school percentage over past three years in poetic section. Varied class size and abilities may be a factor, however, poetry 

sections seems to still be an area of some concern through primary and elementary.   

 Most recent data is still encouraging given class size.  

 Multiple choice just below par. Informational an area of concern for these 3 students.  

 Demand writing is positive. Well above region and province.  

 Continue with interventions (guided reading, shared reading, home reading program, etc) in an effort to raise the level of reading 

for students not yet meeting grade level.  

 We need to continue to promote the love of reading and writing.  

 Item (outcome) analysis indicated that there are two noticeable areas of weakness that require attention:  
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1. Identifying the main messages in a given text 

2. Making personal connections with written\oral responses 

 

Both of these are now addressed in our newly updated school growth and development plan.  

 

 

 

 

Comparison with Internal Data (term 3) 

 

 

2014-15  
Reading: School report cards were issued to three students in 
grade 3 for June 2015. Data shows that 2 of the 3 students 
(66%) were at grade level and 1 just below. A comparison with 
external provincial assessment shows reveals consistency in 
these results with 66.7% on grade level. 
 
Writing: 3 of the students were at level U and above on the 
writing section of the report card in June. Again, this 
corresponds with the 83% on external assessment. These three 
students performed well in this area.  

 

Uses a variety of 
writing strategies in 
the writing process 

T1 T2 T3 

50% 50% 50% 

25% 50% 25% 

25% 0% 0% 

0% 0% 0% 

0% 0% 0% 

0% 0% 0% 

Reads and views a 
variety of text with 

understanding 

T1 T2 T3 

50% 50% 50% 

25% 50% 25% 

25% 0% 0% 

0% 0% 0% 

0% 0% 0% 

0% 0% 0% 
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Grade 6 English Language Arts 

 

Grade 6 Enrolment =          18         

 

 
2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 

School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province School Region Province 

Multiple Choice 

 Reading 71.9 70.6 71.1 75.6 77.8 78.5    84.6 81.0 81.0 

Constructed Response: Percentage of students meeting/exceeding grade level expectations 

 Demand 

Writing 
89.2 78.8 74.9 67.1 70.7 76.5    90.2 84.2 85.1 

 Poetic/Fiction 65.7 50.8 50.4 70.4 79.6 82.1    92.3 86.9 86.3 

 Informational 

     /Non-Fiction 
78.8 65.5 58.6 77.8 82.7 83.6    100.0 89.0 89.2 

 

 

What do these results tell us? 

 

 Very encouraging results. Above region and province in all sections of provincial assessment.  

 Prior interventions and strategies have proven effective over elementary years.  

 Stable trend data with recent improvements. 

 Steady gain in poetry section, however, detailed data analysis shows there are still some focus areas to work on. This was a 

targeted area for improvement a few years ago and it seems that efforts starting to pay off.  

 Continue with proven strategies and interventions at the elementary level.  

 Cohort analysis indicates that there have been improvements from gr.3 to gr.6 in many of the indicators even when Brian 

Peckford students are taken into account.  

 Continue to focus on maintaining high level reading and writing standards.  

 Item (outcome) analysis indicated that there are three noticeable areas of weakness that require attention:  
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1. Identifying the main messages in a given text 

2. Making personal connections with written\oral responses 

3. Responding to questions with specific and clear examples from text.   

All three of these are now addressed in our newly updated school growth and development plan.  

 
Comparison with Internal Data (term 3) 

 

 

Uses a variety of 
writing strategies 

in the writing 
process 

  
Writes using a 
variety of forms  

  
Represents ideas 

effectively in a 
variety of ways 

 
 
 
 
 

Totals  

 
Writing:  
  
Students ended term 3 with 81% scoring U or 
above in the writing strands. Again, these 
students performed a little better on the provincial 
assessment in writing. Positive results for grade 
6.  

T1 T2 T3   T1 T2 T3   T1 T2 T3 T3 

29% 41% 41%   29% 47% 53%   53% 47% 47% 47% 

41% 29% 29%   41% 29% 24%   35% 47% 47% 34% 

24% 24% 24%   24% 24% 24%   6% 6% 6% 18% 

6% 6% 6%   0% 0% 0%   0% 0% 0% 2% 

 

Reads and views 
a variety of text 

with understanding 
  

Uses a variety of 
strategies to 

effectively read 
texts 

 
 
 
 
 
Totals 

 

Reading: 74% of the grade 6 students were at grade level (M/U) in June internal 
assessment. Students did perform better on the provincial reading assessment with 
90+ % at or above the cut scores. It seems again that more of the students who 
scored S during the term report did better on the provincial assessment.  

T1 T2 T3   T1 T2 T3 T3 

53% 29% 41%   53% 47% 53% 47% 

18% 35% 29%   18% 29% 24% 27% 

24% 29% 24%   24% 24% 24% 24% 

0% 0% 6%   0% 0% 0% 3% 

 

 

Report on School Development Plan for Previous Year  

 
Below is our 2014-15 school development plan.  
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Goal 1: To promote an inclusionary school culture that fosters a safe, healthy and caring learning community. 
Objective 1.1: 

Create a safe, orderly, and positive learning 

environment where all members of the school 

community feel respected and valued. 

  

Objective 1.2: 

Promote physical and mental health for all members of the 
school community. 

Strategies: 
 
1.1.1 - Continue with morning announcements 

which highlight positive results of PBS, special 

days, student accomplishments, reading coupon 

winners, etc. (Announce look-fors) 
1.1.2 – Provide information to parents related to 
inclusionary practices. (Memos, newsletters, website, 
etc) 
1.1.3 – Continue to incorporate the “Focus on Bullying” 
anti- 
bullying curriculum in the regular curriculum. 
Schedule 1 period per cycle in Health.  
1.1.4 – Conduct a student presentation on bullying. 
1.1.5 – Conduct a parent\guardian presentation on bullying 
in the fall. Have district involvement in presentation.   
1.1.6 – Lessons in digital citizenship will be taught from  
grades 1-6 as part of the new safe and caring school policy. 
1.1.7 – Create new student code of conduct as part of our 
safe and caring school policy.  
1.1.8 – Track and analyze discipline issues to determine 
trends for intervention. 
1.1.9 – Plan 3 sessions of Engaging Families activities (1 
session per term). 
1.1.10 - Increase staff knowledge in ADHD and Conduct 
Disorders. (PD session) 
 

On-going 

  1.1.10 - Every day 1 – Period 1, directly teach/model the 
expectation of the behavioral matrix. PBIS assemblies 
during this time. (Use videos with a positive message) 
1.1.11 - Increase the number of staff with First Aid \and 
CPI 
Training where possible. 
1.1.12 – Increase the number of stingers given out (do a 
14 day count). Better track\analyze data visually during 
the 2013-14 school year. 
 
 

On-going Cont. (Objective 1.1) 
 
1.1.13 - Make PBIS 

a standing item on 

staff meeting 

agendas. 
1.1.14 - Continue to establish a student 
representative group to provide 
feedback/ideas for school 
activities/initiatives. 
1.1.15 - Continue the use of a “help me” 
parking lot in every 
classroom during the first week of 
classes. 
1.1.16 - Continue to Create an 
awareness of school bullying. 
(Conduct a Pink Day/Anti-bullying 
lessons) 
1.1.17 - Continue to revise the 
curriculum night agenda and 
structure as needed. 
1.1.18 - Continue to incorporate spirit 
activity\student talent into PBIS 
assembly. Provide student leadership 
opportunity. (Intercom and 
Synervoice messages as well)  
1.1.19 – Review and revise the school’s 
use of PBIS. 
1.1.20 – Continue to update teacher 

handbook on a go forward basis 

(checklist of actions and time frames, 

reminders, procedures, etc.) 
   

Strategies: 
 
1.2.1 - Develop Healthy Snack guidelines and communicate it to the school  

community. 
1.2.2 - Provide information for parents related to healthy 
practices during regularly scheduled meeting time (On Our 
Way, Kinderstart, and term 1 reporting period). Anna Marie Young,  
Central Health Dietitian, will conduct presentation.   
1.2.3 – Support new teachers or teachers with new assignments with  
professional “go and grow” opportunities for collaborative learning. 
1.2.4 – Schedule 2 staff socials to promote staff well-being and relations.  
Include all staff members.  

 
On-going: 

 
1.2.5 – Continue with the social committee. 
1.2.6 – Continue the Engaging Families program and conduct recreational 
 activities for students, parents, staff and community members. 
1.2.7 - Continue the Breakfast program 
1.2.8 - Continue the Healthy Lunch program 
1.2.9 - Carry out QDPA every day PE is not 
Scheduled. 
1.2.10 – Continue to offer lunch time sport program and afterschool  
sport program. (Partnership with NL Sport and Recreation) 
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Indicators of Success: 

 

 

1.1.1 – Morning announcements which highlight 
positive results of PBIS are being made. 
1.1.2 – An information session for parents 
related to inclusionary practices was held. 
1.1.3 –The “Focus on Bullying” anti-bullying 
curriculum was incorporated in the regular curriculum. 
1.1.4 – A student presentation on bullying was held. 
1.1.5 – A parent\guardian presentation on bullying was 
held in the fall. 
1.1.6 – Lessons in digital citizenship were taught from  
grades 1-6 as part of the new safe and caring school 
policy. 
1.1.7 – A new student code of conduct was created.  
1.1.8 – Tracking and analysis of discipline issues to 
determine trends for intervention was completed. 
1.1.9 – 3 sessions of Engaging Families activities (1 
session per term) was carried out.  
1.1.10 - Staff knowledge in ADHD and Conduct 
Disorder occurred through PD.  

 

   

Indicators of Success: 
 

1.2.1 - Healthy Snack guidelines was developed and communicated to 

 the school community. 
1.2.2 -  Information for parents related to healthy 
practices was given during regularly scheduled meeting time  

(On our way, Kinderstart, and Term 1 reporting period).  
1.2.3 – Support was given to new teachers or teachers with new 
 assignments with professional “go and grow” opportunities for 
 collaborative learning. 
1.2.4 – 2 staff socials were held to promote staff well-being and relations. All 
staff members were invited.  
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Goal 2: To improve student academic achievement in an inclusionary environment. 

Objective 2.1: 
Use a variety of assessment tools and DI 
strategies to promote student learning. 

Objective 2.2 
a) Primary Level - Increase student mathematical 
performance in problem solving, time, number line, shape 
and space. Increase multiple choice skills and responses.  
 
b) Elementary Level – Increase focus on basic facts: 
division/multiplication (including  decimals), variables and 
expressions. 

Objective 2.3: 
Improve Language Arts development in  oral  

communication, reading writing as outlined in the new 

 provincial Literacy for Learning Framework. 
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Strategies: 
 
2.1.1 – Continue to collaborate with 

neighboring schools on the daily five 

framework for reading and writing in 

the classroom. (combined PD session) 

2.1.2 -  Incorporate elements of the Daily 

Five program into classroom management 

and teaching. (Improve reading\writing 

levels) 

2.2.3 – Develop assessment portfolios as 

outlined in the new provincial Literacy for 

Learning Plan.  

2.2.4 – Adopt the new Literacy 

Framework into language arts curriculum 

delivery.   
 
  Ongoing 
 
2.1.5 – Schedule (K-3 and 4-6) 

vertical team meetings to: (Min of 1 

meeting per cycle) 
     Discuss and share assessment 
\teaching strategies. 
     Plan common assessment 
approaches 
     Review samples from each child’s 
math/language portfolios for 

each term 

     Discuss and share inclusionary 

teaching practices 
     Discuss and share math reasoning 
and communication strategies. 

2.1.6 – Maintain a current individual student 
tracking system for reading and writing levels. 
(i.e. Fountas & Pinnell Benchmark 
Assessment , Rubric scored demand writing, 
Running Record). Grade level binders with 
running records. (Correlates with new LLP) 

Strategies: 
 
2.2.1 – Incorporate mental math into morning routines at all grade 

levels. 

2.2.2 – Increase the use of multiple choice questions in 

math assessments. 

2.2.3 – Directly teach strategies on completing multiple 

choice questions. (Use past exemplars\modelling) 

2.2.4 - Schedule 2 (min) math journaling sessions per cycle. 

2.2.5 – Increase work with calendars in primary grades. 

2.2.6- Increase the use of math language in shape and space (faces, 

vertices, edges). 

2.2.7 – Review number line skills each day as part of morning math 

routines (proper number placement, benchmarks, etc) 

2.2.8 – Increase work on measurement (grams and kilograms). 

2.2.9 – Provide short activities\opportunities that improve 

multiplication and division on a regular basis.  

 

Ongoing 
 
2.2.10 – Increase the use of math language during all math teaching. 
2.2.11 – Increase the use of math rubrics. Provide PD 
when possible. 

2.2.12 – Increase the use of teacher modeling and exemplars 

regarding reasoning and communication. 

2.2.13 – Continue to hold math day at the school. 

Strategies; 
 

2.3.1- Increase the use of read alouds and consistently identify main message. 

(Model main messages) 

2.3.2 - Increase the use of anchor items (charts) 
2.3.3 – Ensure that LA curriculum guide is primary source for instruction and assessment.  
2.3.4 - Use grouping (think, pair, share) to provide opportunities for predicting and 
making inferences. 
2.3.5 - Incorporate Daily Five elements into classroom management and teaching. 
(Improve reading/writing skills) 
2.3.6 -Increase the use of technology as a DI strategy to engage student learning. (iPad, 
Apple TV use a focus) 
2.3.7 – Provide opportunities for students to present knowledge\learning orally.  
2.3.8 – Students will attend a theatrical presentation to expand Language Arts experiences. 
(Play, musical, etc.) 
2.3.9 – Schedule 1 (20 min) “buddy reading” session per cycle after recess. 
No regular DEAR time that day. 

2.3.10 – Ensure BAS is adopted as primary assessment kit. 

 

Ongoing 
 
2.2.11 – Continue to avail of support from the district program specialists. 

2.3.12 – Continue to have teachers attend language based in-service when available. 
2.3.13- Continue to hold literacy day at the school. 
2.3.14 – Continue to improve students listening skills. 
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Actions for Change  

 
The additions indicated below were added due to recent analysis of the provincial data and our school climate surveys. These changes 

are necessary to address some of the concerns that came to light as we studies the resulting data. It is expected that these additions will 

result in an overall positive impact on students and therefore help elevate student achievement levels.  

 

Goal 1. To promote an inclusionary school culture that fosters a safe, healthy and caring learning 

community. 
Objective 1.1 Create a safe, orderly, and 

positive learning environment where all 

members of the school community feel 

respected and valued. 

Objective 1.2 Promote physical and 

mental health for all members of 

the school community. 

 

Actions for Change  

 
 Add - Discuss school climate 

survey results and provide 
opportunities for student feedback.  

 
 Add - Develop a positive 

“morning saying” and repeat it 
every morning. 

 
  

 
 

Actions for Change  

 
 Add- Participate in 

various “Participation 
Nation” type events 
that occur throughout 
the central region. 
 

 Add- Provide healthy 
snack monthly during 
“Move it Mondays” 
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Goal 2. To improve student academic achievement in an inclusionary environment. 

Objective 2.1 Use a variety of assessment tools and DI 

strategies to promote student learning and success. 

Objective 2.2 a) Primary 
Level - Increase student 
mathematical 
performance in problem 
solving, time, number 
line, shape and space. 
Increase multiple choice 
skills and responses.  
 

b) Elementary Level – Increase 

focus on basic facts: 

division/multiplication 

(including decimals), variables 

and expressions. 

Objective 2.3 Improve Language Arts development in oral communication,  

reading and writing as outlined in the new provincial Literacy for Learning 

Framework. 

 

Actions for Change  

 

 Add - Extend learning opportunities for 

students who are Gifted and Talented. 

(Integrate ideas\practices from PD 

sessions in winter and spring 2015) 

 

 Add - Increase Skype usage to collaborate and 

share best practices/assessment with 

colleagues in other schools. Include use of 

First Class PLC conferences. (Purchase 

webcams for all teacher computers) 

Actions for Change – None here Actions for Change  

 

 Add- Consistently identify main messages of selected text and 

drawing specific information when responding. (Model main 

messages and specific information) 

 

 Add - Keep a focus on ASP (Answer-Support-Personal Connection) when 

constructing responses.   

 

 Add - Consistently remind students that written\oral responses need to be 

clear, specific with support. (Focus on text-to-self) 

 

 Add - Use a variety of questioning to gauge student understanding. 

 

 Add - Increase exposure to various types of poetry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

School Development Plan for Current Year  (2015-16) 

 

The pages that follow outline our school growth and development goals and objectives for the current school year. This is a fluid document as changes will be made in accordance with term 

results and issues that may arise over the course of the school year.  
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Goal 1: To promote an inclusionary school culture that fosters a safe, healthy and caring learning community. 
Objective 1.1: 
Create a safe, orderly, and positive learning environment 

where all members of the school community feel respected 

and valued. 

 
 

Objective 1.2: 
Promote physical and mental health for all members of 
the school community. 

Strategies: 
 
1.1.1 - Continue with morning announcements which 

highlight positive results of PBS, special days, student 

accomplishments, reading coupon winners,  look-fors 

(Set up parking lot in main office) 
1.1.2 – Provide information to parents related to 
inclusionary practices. (Info booth during PT conferences) 
1.1.3 – Continue to incorporate the “Focus on Bullying” anti- 
bullying curriculum in the regular curriculum. Schedule 1 
period per cycle in Health.  
1.1.4 – Conduct a student presentation on bullying. Discuss 
school climate survey results and provide opportunities for 
student feedback.  
1.1.5 – Conduct a parent\guardian presentation on bullying in 
the fall. Have district involvement in presentation.   
1.1.6 – Lessons in digital citizenship will be taught from  
grades 1-6 as part of the new safe and caring school policy. 
1.1.7 – Track and analyze discipline issues to determine trends 
for intervention. (Use review 360 when available)  
1.1.8 – Plan 3 sessions of Engaging Families activities (1 
session per term). 
1.1.9 - Increase staff knowledge in ADHD and Conduct 
Disorders. (PD session during school closeout) 
1.1.10 – Develop a positive “morning saying” and repeat it 
every morning.  

On-going 

- Every day 1 – Period 1, directly teach/model the 
  expectation of the behavioral matrix. PBIS assemblies 

duringthis time. (Use videos with a positive message) 
- Increase the number of staff with First Aid \and CPI 
training where possible. 
- Increase the number of stingers given out (do a 14 day 
count). Better track\analyze data visually during the 2015-16 
school year. Display results during PBIS assemblies (new) 
 
 

On-going Cont. (Objective 1.1) 
 
- Make PBIS a standing item on staff 

meeting agendas. 
- Continue to establish a student representative group to 
provide feedback/ideas for school activities/initiatives. 
- Continue the use of a “help me” parking lot in every 
classroom during the first week of classes. 
- Continue to Create an awareness of school bullying. 
(Conduct a Pink Day/Anti-bullying lessons) 
- Continue to revise the curriculum night agenda and 
structure as needed. 
- Continue to incorporate spirit activity\student talent into 
PBIS assembly. Provide student leadership opportunity. 
(Intercom and Synervoice messages as well)  
- Review and revise the school’s use of PBIS. 
- Continue to update teacher handbook on a go forward 

basis (checklist of actions and time frames, reminders, 

procedures, etc.) 
   

Strategies: 
 
1.2.1 - Develop Healthy Snack guidelines and communicate 

it to the school community in early Fall. 
1.2.2 - Provide information for parents related to healthy 
practices during regularly scheduled meeting time (On Our 
Way, Kinderstart). Display booth during curriculum night. 
1.2.3 – Support new teachers or teachers with new 
assignments with professional “go and grow” 
opportunities for collaborative learning. 
1.2.4 – Schedule 2 staff socials to promote staff well-
being and relations. Include all staff members.  
1.2.5 – Increase staff awareness and knowledge in the 
area of student well-being. (Depression and anxiety) 
Schedule PD session during school closeout.  
1.2.6 – Participate in various “Participation Nation” type 
events that occur throughout the central region. 
1.2.7 – Provide healthy snack monthly during “Move it 
Mondays” 

 
On-going: 

 
- Continue with full staff social committee. 
- Continue the Engaging Families program and conduct 
recreational activities for students, parents, staff and 
community members. 
- Continue the Breakfast program 
- Continue the Healthy Lunch program 
- Carry out QDPA every day PE is not Scheduled. 
- Continue to offer lunch time sport program and 
afterschool sport\biking club program. (Partnership with 
NL Sport and Recreation) 
- Continue to hold staff socials to promote staff well-
being and relations. All staff members invited. 
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Indicators of Success: 

 

 

1.1.1 – Morning announcements which highlight 
positive results of PBIS are being made. 
1.1.2 – An information session for parents related 
to inclusionary practices was held. 
1.1.3 –The “Focus on Bullying” anti-bullying curriculum 
was incorporated in the regular curriculum. 
1.1.4 – A student presentation on bullying was held. 
School climate surveys reviewed.  
1.1.5 – A parent\guardian presentation on bullying was 
held in the fall. 
1.1.6 – Lessons in digital citizenship were taught from  
grades 1-6 as part of the new safe and caring school policy. 
1.1.7 – Tracking and analysis of discipline issues to 
determine trends for intervention was completed. 
1.1.8 – 3 sessions of Engaging Families activities (1 
session per term) was carried out.  
1.1.9 - Staff knowledge in ADHD and Conduct Disorder 
occurred through PD.  
1.1.10 – A positive “morning saying” was developed and 
repeated every morning.  
 

 

   

Indicators of Success: 
 

1.2.1 - Healthy Snack guidelines was developed and 

communicated to the school community in the Fall. 
1.2.2 -  Information for parents related to healthy 
practices was given during regularly scheduled meeting time 

(On our way, Kinderstart, and Term 1 reporting period).  
1.2.3 – Support was given to new teachers or teachers 
with new assignments with professional “go and grow” 
opportunities for collaborative learning. 
1.2.4 – 2 staff socials to promote staff well-being and 
relations were scheduled.  
1.2.5 – Staff awareness and knowledge in the area of 
student well-being was increased. (Depression and 
anxiety) 
1.2.6 – Participation in various “Participation Nation” 
type events that occur throughout the central region 
occurred. 
1.2.7 – Healthy snack monthly during “Move it 
Mondays” was given.  

 

Goal 1. Support Plan 

Financial Professional Development/Time Required 
 
$200.00 for parent sessions (food) 
$100.00 for rental time for Engaging Families activities  

 
1-2 days - “Go and Grow” session to support teachers in new roles. 
 .5 day – Student well being  
.5 day – ADHD and Conduct Disorder (Grant Fitzpatrick) 
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Goal 2: To improve student academic achievement in an inclusionary environment. 

Objective 2.1: 
 
Use a variety of assessment tools and DI strategies to 
promote student learning and success.  

Objective 2.2 
a) Primary Level - Increase student mathematical performance 
in problem solving, time, number line, shape and space. 
Increase multiple choice skills and responses.  
 
b) Elementary Level – Increase focus on basic facts: 
division/multiplication (including decimals), variables and 
expressions. 

Objective 2.3: 
 

Improve Language Arts development in oral communication,  

reading and writing as outlined in the new provincial Literacy for 

Learning Framework. 

Strategies: 
 
2.1.1 – Continue to collaborate with neighboring schools on 

the provincial literacy framework for reading, writing, and 

oral language in the classroom. (combined PD session in 

September) 

2.1.2 -  Incorporate deeper elements of the Daily Five program 

into classroom management and teaching. (Improve 

reading\writing levels) 

2.2.3 – Develop assessment portfolios as outlined in the new 

provincial Literacy for Learning Plan and as a result of 

collaborative PD session in September.  

2.2.4 – Continue to implement new Literacy Framework into 

language arts curriculum delivery.   

2.2.5 – Extend learning opportunities for students who are 

Gifted and Talented. (Integrate ideas\practices from PD 

sessions in winter and spring 2015) 

2.2.6 – Increase Skype usage to collaborate and share best 

practices/assessment with colleagues in other schools. 

Include  use of First Class PLC conferences. (Purchase 

webcams for all teacher computers)   
 
  Ongoing 
- Schedule (K-3 and 4-6) vertical team meetings to: (Min 

of 1 meeting per cycle) 
     Discuss and share assessment \teaching strategies 
     Plan common assessment approaches 
     Review samples from each child’s math/language 

portfolios for each term 

     Discuss and share inclusionary teaching practices 
     Discuss and share math reasoning and communication 

strategies. 
 

Strategies: 
 
2.2.1 – Incorporate mental math into morning routines at all grade 

levels. 

2.2.2 – Increase the use of multiple choice questions in 

math assessments. 

2.2.3 – Directly teach strategies on completing multiple 

choice questions. (Use past exemplars\modelling) 

2.2.4 - Schedule at least 2 math journaling sessions per cycle. 

2.2.5 – Increase work with calendars. 

2.2.6- Increase the use of math language in shape and space (faces, 

vertices, edges). 

2.2.7 – Review number line skills as part of morning math routines 

(proper number placement, benchmarks, etc) 

2.2.8 – Increase work on measurement (grams and kilograms). 

2.2.9 – Provide short activities\opportunities that improve 

multiplication and division on a regular basis. (2 minute math drills)  

 

Ongoing 
 
- Increase the use of math language during all math teaching. 
- Increase the use of math rubrics. Provide PD when possible. 
- Increase the use of teacher modeling and exemplars regarding   

reasoning and communication. 

- Continue to hold math day at the school. 

Strategies; 
2.3.1- Consistently identify main messages of selected text and 

drawing specific information when responding. (Model main 

messages and specific information) 

2.3.2 - Increase the use of anchor items (charts) during instruction.  
2.3.3 – Ensure that LA curriculum guide is continues to be primary 
source for instruction and assessment.  
2.3.4 – Maximize grouping (think, pair, share) to provide 
opportunities for predicting and making inferences. 
2.3.5 – Provide opportunities to improve basic typing skills through 
language development. (school deficit in this area) 
2.3.6 -Increase the use of technology as a DI strategy to engage 
student learning. (iPad, Apple TV use a focus) 
2.3.7 – Provide opportunities for students to present 
knowledge\learning orally. (Book talks, speeches, presentations)  
2.3.8 – Improve knowledge of the “oral language” component of the 
LLP. (Schedule PD session with Nicole Kelly during school closeout) 
2.3.9 – Schedule 1 (20 min) “buddy reading” session per cycle after 
recess. No regular DEAR time that day. 
2.3.10 – Ensure BAS is adopted as primary assessment kit. 

2.3.11 – Utilize Raz-Kids online for a home reading program in k-3  

2.3.12 – Keep a focus on ASP (Answer-Support-Personal Connection) 

when constructing responses.   

2.3.13- Consistently remind students that written\oral responses need to 

be clear, specific with support. (Focus on text-to-self) 

2.3.14 – Use a variety of questioning to gauge student understanding. 

2.3.15 – Increase exposure to various types of poetry. 

Ongoing 
- Continue to avail of support from the district program specialists. 

- Continue to have teachers attend language based in-service when          

available. 
- Continue to hold literacy day at the school. 
- Continue to improve students listening skills through a variety of 
activities across the curriculum.  
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Indicators of Success: Indicators of Success: Indicators of Success: 

 
2.1.1 – Collaboration with neighboring schools occurred. 
2.1.2 – Further elements of the daily five program were implemented 
within the classrooms. 
2.2.3 – Student assessment portfolios were created. 
2.2.4 – New literacy for learning framework was adopted.  
2.2.5 –Learning opportunities for students who are Gifted and 

Talented were presented.  

2.2.6 – Skype usage increased to collaborate and share best 

practices/assessment with colleagues in other schools.  

 
2.2.1 – Mental math and shape and space strategies are 

incorporated into morning routines. 
2.2.2 – The use of multiple choice questions in math 
assessments has increased. 
2.2.3 - Schedule 2 (min) math journaling sessions per cycle. 

2.2.5 – Work with calendars in primary grades increased. 

2.2.6- The use of math language in shape and space (faces, vertices, 

edges) increased. 

2.2.7 –  Number line skills were practiced as part of morning math 

routines (proper number placement, benchmarks, etc) 

2.2.8 – Student work with measurement (grams and kilograms) 

increased.  
2.2.9 – Short activities\opportunities that improve multiplication 
and division occurred on a regular basis. 

 
2.3.1- The use of read alouds and identifying main 

message increased. 

2.3.2 - The use of anchor items (charts) increased. 
2.3.3 - LA curriculum guide was used as primary 
source for instruction and assessment.. 
2.3.4 – Increased use of grouping (think, pair, share) to 
provide opportunities for predicting and making 
inferences was noted. 
2.3.5 - Opportunities to improve basic typing skills were 
provided.  
2.3.6 - Increase usage of technology as a DI strategy to 

engage student learning occurred. 
2.3.7 – Increased opportunities for students to present 
knowledge\learning orally occurred.  

  2.3.8 – PD session on “oral language” was held.  
2.3.9 -20 min “buddy reading” session per cycle was 
conducted. 
2.3.10 - BAS was adopted as primary assessment kit. 
2.3.11 – Raz-Kids was used for home reading  
              program.  
2.3.12 – A focus on ASP (Answer-Support-Personal 

Connection) when constructing responses was 

maintained.   

2.3.13- Students were reminded that written\oral 

responses need to be clear, specific with support. (Focus 

on text-to-self) 

2.3.14 – A variety of questioning to gauge student 

understanding was used. 
2.3.15 – Exposure to various types of poetry occurred. 
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Goal 2. Support Plan 

Financia

l 

Professional Development/Time Required 
$100.00 Travel for PD sessions 
  

.5 days  - Oral Language with Nicole Kelly 


